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marshall islands atomic litigation project

The August release of the
"Guinea Pig" report, which
documents the long history of
lies and coverups by the

Atomic Energy Commission as
to health and enviromental

risks associated with low-level
radiation, could mot come at

a more critical time for the
people of the Marshall islands.
To an unparalleled degree, it
i the people of the Marshall
islands who relied upon the

false information disseminated
by the -AEC to their
irreparable detriment. This
reliance, combined with the

axtensiveness of the weapons

testing program conducted

within the Marshal] islands

have created the most vivid

example to date of not only

the dangers af low-levd
radiation, but also raise
fundamental — ~ questions
conceming the vory integrity
of the AEC, and the standard
of conduct by the United
States as trustee under the
United Nations Agreement.

To begin, it is important to

recognize that the report has

as os) focus the nuclear

weapons testing conducted at

the Nevada test site.
However, the conclusions are

drectly applicable to - the

situation in the Marshall
Islands in that the report
establishes, through

goverment records, the

AEC's level af understanding
as to health and enviromental!

risks aS a time prior to the
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Islands detonation. in a

detailed discussion the report

documents instances where

the AEC cut off funding for

scientific research projects
which raised questions as to

the health risks involved in

nuciear testing, instructed

scientists tw falsify field

reports, transferred scientists

who woidd not participate in
the coverups, and classified

under the pretext of ‘national

security’ any scientific results
that did not support the

AEC's thesis that nuclear

testing was ‘safe’.

it i here that the report

reaches its most important

conclusion, a conclusion which

relates directly to questions

now facing the people of the
Marshall Islands. The report

concludes that a conflict of
interest exits between the

AEC's role as the promoter

of nuclear technology, and its
role as the funding authority

for radiation health research.

The report finds the conflict

continues to this day, and

further motes that the AEC's
successor agencies—— the

Department of Energy, the

Department of Defense, and

the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, are also subject

to ‘this conflict. ,

In light of these disclosures

serious questions must be ask
concerning the implementation

"of the Marshall Islands health
mandated by
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~ Commentary: INTEGRITY OF HEAL
by Jeffrey Jefferson
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agencies
mist be viewed with not only

a great deal of suspicion but
also with a degree cf alarm.

For only time will show if the
medical monitoring program

established pursuant to the

new Federal Act will be one

designed to meet the bealth

needs of the Marshallese

people, or if it will be one,

the mtent of which, will be

continue to down play

health risks associated with

nuclear exposure.

Recognizing the people from
the various affected atnils

have differing solutions to
many of the nuclear related

issues before them today, and

further that the Marshail
islands Government is now

also involved in these issues

as the representative of an

emerging independent nation,

nevertheless all would seem to °

share a common goal insofar

as any =health =monitoring

program is concerned. That

goal must be to ins@e the

integrity of any health care
program so established. Given

the AEC's past record it is

inconceivable that this

agency's successors would
eve =obe

==

considered

—

for
Participation in this task.
While some issues remain -the
subject of dispute among the
involed parties, such as the
scope of the health care
program as evidenced by the
positions taken at the recent

Washington DC meeting on
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-<[fiihere be solidarity on. this...

The medical program must.

that has marked the

- iene history to date of

emment . medical

the

of lonizing radiation.

practitioners must be

a who will work with

openly and honestly, and

owe no allegiance to any

ef the nuclear industry.

has instructed, and
al ethics require, that a

ting physician owes 2

momplete Odligation of joyalty
ts his/her patient, and that

patient should be informed

PF al sorelevant)§ medical

formation, a requirement

I t today remains unmet
Hinder current United States
| contracted

he for tne

overnment

edica! services

posed atolls.

Thus the mandate of the
edera! Act should be

followed, and the. affected

allese should participate
m the selection process, and

o selection should be made

without the approval of the

affected people. For aii should

junderstand, that the decision
cached on this question will

: ind those yet unborn,

accordingly, any error must be

ade in favor of caution

inorder to insure a fair and
timely presentation of new

gynedical information as it is
sdeveloped.This. ‘hot nly far
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‘Islands, but for aji: people - whe-

. ilive in this world which ‘hes.

, Oot yet realized the insanity.,
Independent of the sort of ~ whatever Ith sree

whatever, it's source.

Speaker | +:

Emotok — :
Jen Taiwan:..:

by Richard Heine
JOURNALSteff

MAJURO,; Oct. 1% =
Speaker eo an Nitiela Atian ©
Anien, Senator jiton Anajin,

lawyer ¢0 im clerk eo an

Nitijela Donald Capelle, rar
tokektok ilo Majuro Oct. 14

ran eo jen kar aer kwelok iio

juon kwelok rej mae etan

Asian Parlimentary

Association (APA).
Kwelok in ear komman ilo

Taipei, Taiwan. Kwelok in ear

enanin juon week aitokan,

ekkar non kar interview eo

ear komman iben Donald

Capelie (Speaker eo ear ba in

etal in bok melele ko jen Mr.

Capelle ke iar kajitok ao

konono ak interview iben).

Lol ko rej iuwan drolut in

(APA) rej Japan, Republic of

China ak Taiwan, Korea,

Thailand, Philippines im kab

Nauru
Lol ak ailin jidrik ko jen

Pacific im rar kir tok ir non

kwelok in einwot ro im rej

ja vote (non-voters) ak rej
einwot observers ak ro im rej
thal
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TO: (Name, office symbol, room number, irs!
liding, Agency/Post) yoedo.

. 1 Mrs. Clusen, EV-1

" Dr. Burr, EV-30
i 2.

‘ Mr. Hollister, EV-3
E 3.
y
. ‘ Dr. Edington, EV-31

F Mr. McCraw, EV-30 |
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‘

‘ Jeffrey Jefferson is a member of a new -

, Majuro law firm, "The Marshall Islands

FH Atomic Testing Litigation Project."
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